Corbicula is known to feed above all on phytoplankton and seston (Foe & Knight 1985, 1986, Lauritsen 1986, Leff et al. 1990, Boltovskoy et al. 1995). However, individuals are capable of pedal-feeding: the cilia at their foot allowing them to collect organic material from the sediment (Way et al. 1990, Reid et al. 1992). Corbicula use the ingested food to assure their growth and constitute the energy reserves required to develop embryos that feed from the secreting cells of the adults’ internal branchiae (Britton & Morton 1982). Therefore the level of recruitment strongly depends on the quantity of food available (Kraemer & Galloway 1986, Williams & McMahon 1986, 1989, Doherty et al. 1987, Cataldo & Boltovskoy 1999).

Corbicula fluminea populations were sampled annually from 1997 to 2000 at the beginning of the autumn, i.e. at the end of the reproduction period, at 14 sites along the Saône and Rhône rivers. Recruitment in the upper reach of these rivers was generally high. Conversely, the observation of other sectors revealed generally low or no production of juveniles, missing cohorts and major year to year variations in population structure. Nevertheless, no dramatic fall in population density was observed during the surveyed four years. This suggests that the longevity of the Corbicula populations of the Saône and Rhône rivers is ensured to a great extent by the drifting of individuals from the upper course of these rivers and their tributaries. Two possible causes are put forward to explain the low recruitment observed: low production of phytoplankton that prevents adults from constituting sufficient energy reserves to ensure the full development of larvae, and/or toxic contamination, which inhibits the development of phytoplankton and it is lethal for pediveligers.
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Material and methods

*Corbicula* were collected in 14 sites along the Saône and Rhône rivers, every year from 1997 to 2000 at the beginning of autumn (the last week of September or the first week of October), i.e. at the end of the reproduction period (Fig. 1). However, due to the low densities observed during the first three years, the sites located in the bypass sections of the Saône (Gray, Pontailler) and Rhône (Vernaison, Tournon) were not prospected in 2000. Sampling (1/4 m²) was carried out at four emplacements at a depth ranging from 0.50 to 1.5 m, using a rectangular hand-net (25 x 18 cm); the total area sampled was 1 m². The samples were fixed on-site in 12 % neutralised formaldehyde and sieved at 450 µm in the laboratory.

The shell length (SL, greatest anterior-posterior dimension across the valves) of individuals > 5 mm was measured with a dial calliper to the nearest 0.1 mm and individuals < 5 mm with an eye piece micrometer at 25 x under a binocular microscope. All individuals were divided into 1 mm size classes, then the size histograms were analysed using Bhattacharya’s (1967) graphical method available in the FiSAT software distributed by FAO-ICLARM (Gayanilo et al. 1996). For each cohort, the mean size of the individuals and the standard deviation were calculated. Chlorophyll data were supplied by the Rhone, Mediterranean, Corsica Water Agency.

Results

Density

The *Corbicula* sampled belonged to two distinct forms grouped under the terms white form or light colored shell morph or form A by Hillis & Patton (1982). The Saône specimens, like those encountered in the French river system, have a brown colored periostracum and nacre with purple highlights inside the shell. The juveniles have three violet pigmented zones, one central and two lateral. However, in the Rhône upstream of Lyon, most individuals observed had a yellowish periostracum and an off-white nacre (Mouthon 2000). In juvenile individuals, the pigmented zones were either absent or scarcely apparent. Downstream of Lyon, these two forms coexisted, though the proportion of yellow individuals decreases progressively as the river continues its course (Fig. 2).

The highest densities of *Corbicula* (Fig. 3) occurred in the upper reach of the Saône (Port/S) and downstream of its confluence with the Doubs (Ouroux). The flood at the end of September 1998 explained the low abundances observed in this part of the Saône (Port/S, Pontailler, Gray). On the contrary, this flood also affected the Saône’s main tributaries, the Ognon and the Doubs, both largely colonized by *Corbicula*, and led to an increase in population density downstream of their respective confluences at Allériot and above all at Ouroux, where the population of *Corbicula* grew by a factor of 2 from 1997 to 1998.

At Port/S, juveniles (mean first cohort SL ≤ 1.75 mm) made up the greater part of *Corbicula* from 1997 to 2000. On the other hand, populations at the other sites were generally dominated by individuals aged one year or more.

Although densities fluctuated considerably from one year to another, *Corbicula* populations mostly composed of juveniles (mean first cohort SL ≤ 4.25 mm) were generally more abundant in the Rhône upstream than downstream of Lyon (Fig. 4). The greatest densities were recorded at Creys (1997 and 2000), Pont-de-Jons (1999) and Lyon (1999 and 2000). The dams at the entrance of the bypass sections of the Rhône, which substantially reduce the possibilities of colonization of these sectors by *Corbicula*, and the presence of toxic substances (Vernaison), were the most probable reasons for the very low abundances observed at Vernaison and Tournon. However, densities were higher at stations located in the navigated reaches of the river.


Population structure

**Saône river**

4 cohorts were observed at Port/Saône at the beginning of autumn 1997. The first, which comprised the largest number of individuals, corresponded to the recruitment of the year during which the sampling was performed. The three other cohorts, whose numbers decreased as the mean size of individuals increased, were represented by increasingly older bivalves. This pyramidal population structure, also observed in 1998, 1999 and 2000, indicated that the life cycle of *Corbicula* at Port/S proceeded in a similar way throughout the four years concerned. Consequently, it was easy to
estimate the increase of the mean size of the indivi-
duals of each cohort from one year to the next (Fig. 5).

However, this pyramidal population structure was not observed at any of the 5 other sites studied, whatever the year considered. At Pontailler in 1997 and 1998, and at Allériot in 2000, recruitment was nil or too low to statistically define a cohort, and in most cases the number of juveniles was lower than 100 ind/m², suggesting the probable absence or premature disappearance of this cohort in the forthcoming years, which is what was observed at Gray in 1998. Nevertheless, a more frequent observation was that the cohort no longer present the second year reappeared the following years. Moreover at Ouroux in 1997 and 1998, this cohort was composed of a large number of

---

**Fig. 1.** A- Location of the Saône and Rhône rivers in France. B- The Saône and Rhône rivers and their main tributaries, with location of the sampling sites: *Corbicula* samples (black stars), chlorophyll and *Corbicula* samples (circled black stars), chlorophyll samples only (white stars).

**Fig. 2.** Abundances of the two *Corbicula* forms (SL ≤ 5 mm) in the Rhône river downstream of Lyon at the beginning of autumn from 1997 to 2000. Black bars: Haut-Rhône form, white bars: Saône river common form.
Fig. 3. Annual variations in the densities of *Corbicula* populations of 6 sites in the Saône river. Black: numbers of individuals from the first cohort.

Fig. 4. Annual variations in the densities of *Corbicula* populations of 8 sites in the Rhône river. Black: see legend to Fig 3.
Fig. 5. Abundances and mean cohort shell lengths (horizontal bars) in annual samples from the 6 sites in the Saône river from 1997 to 2000. The vertical bars are standard deviations.
Fig. 6. Abundances and mean cohort shell lengths (horizontal bars) in annual samples from the 8 sites in the Rhône river from 1997 to 2000. The vertical bars are standard deviations.
Fig. 6. (continued). Abundances and mean cohort shell lengths (horizontal bars) in annual samples from the 8 sites in the Rhône river from 1997 to 2000. The vertical bars are standard deviations.

DENSITY AND SIZE STRUCTURE OF CORBICULA FLUMINEA

Fig. 6. (continued). Abundances and mean cohort shell lengths (horizontal bars) in annual samples from the 8 sites in the Rhône river from 1997 to 2000. The vertical bars are standard deviations.
older individuals. Therefore estimating the increase of the average size of the individuals of a cohort over several years (Fig. 5) was only possible in rare cases, such as at Ouroux. At Lyon, where Corbicula have been studied since September 1996, the proposed succession of cohorts was established on the basis of monthly surveys (Mouthon, 2001a).

**Haut-Rhône (upstream of Lyon)**

At Creys-Malville, the life cycle of Corbicula fluminea was subjected to in-depth study (Mouthon 2001b). The presence of 5 cohorts was observed at the beginning of autumn 1999, 4 in 1997 and 1998 and only 3 in 2000 (Fig. 6). Indeed, the fall in the water level (-1.5 m) in June 2000, following the drainage of the Verbois dam located upstream, led to the disappearance of cohort 98 whose recruitment had been particularly low. The pyramidal structure of the populations observed in 1997 was not repeated in 1998 and 1999; one of the cohorts was missing in 2000.

At Pont-de-Jons and Lyon, two to four cohorts were present depending on the year. Cohorts 97 and 98 disappeared the year following their appearance; they were represented once again in 1999 and 2000 at Pont-de-Jons and in 2000 at Lyon where the eldest individuals probably constituted the vestiges of cohort 97. However, a pyramid population structure was seen only at Pont-de-Jons in 1997, the same year as at Creys.

**Bas-Rhône (downstream of Lyon)**

With the exception of Vernaison, where it was not possible in 1998 to statistically define a cohort due to the very low number of individuals collected, the Corbicula populations of five sites distributed along the Rhône downstream of Lyon comprised from two at five cohorts (Fig. 6). Each year the population at Saint-Alban was represented by juveniles and only two cohorts were present. It is therefore clear that these Corbicula neither develop nor reproduce at this site, whose populations are entirely supplied by drifting (Eng 1979, Rodgers et al. 1979, Boltovskoy et al. 1997, Payne et al. 1989). In the bypass sections of Vernaison and Tournon, the densities recorded were very low and the structure of Corbicula populations varied considerably from one year to the next. At Donzère, each year the populations were mostly composed of young individuals. However, at Aramon the Corbicula were mainly represented by individuals whose mean size was larger than 19 mm in 1997, then lower than 6.5 mm in 1999.

**Discussion**

In the Saône, except in 1998, when a flood occurred at the end of September, the highest levels of production of juveniles were observed at Port/S where chlorophyll contents were the highest each year (Fig. 7). On the contrary, at the other sites, where the production of phytoplankton remained low for still unknown reasons (possibly the presence of photosynthesis inhibiting substances (metals, HAPs, pesticides, etc.) and (or) the instantaneous consumption of phytoplankton (Fruget & Persat 2000)), the numbers of juveniles were very low and sometimes nil, although many larvae were present from June to September in the internal branchiae of the adults (Mouthon, 2001a). Nonetheless, in spite of these unfavourable trophic conditions, the numbers of Corbicula did not fall dramatically downstream of Port/S during the four years concerned. Furthermore, at the sites of Allériot, Ouroux and Lyon, numerous individuals belonging to cohorts rarely or not seen at all during previous years appeared frequently. The populations of the Saône therefore benefited from substantial arrivals of individuals from the upper course of this river and above all its tributaries, such as the Ognon, Doubs, Grosne, Seille and Veyle in which these bivalves proliferate (Mouthon 2000).

In the Haut-Rhône, the disappearances and reappearances of cohorts observed at Pont-de-Jons and Lyon also suggested that numerous individuals drift downstream, especially during the floods of June and July due to thawing snow.

In the Rhône downstream of Lyon where Corbicula belonging to the common form dominate (Fig. 2), the same process was observed as for the Saône. Toxic substances are everpresent (Agence de l’eau RMC 1999) and the production of chlorophyll remained low, since the mean values were often far lower than 8 µg L⁻¹ (Fig. 7). Consequently, we assume that Corbicula feed little on phytoplankton but probably pedal-feed on organic matter in the streambed. In parallel, recruitment at the study sites was generally observed to be low. When the numbers of juveniles were abundant as at Saint-Alban, the total absence of adults from 1997 to 2000 indicated that these young stages, that do not develop at the site, came from upstream. These observations therefore showed that the populations of the Bas-Rhône were mostly composed of individuals from the Haut-Rhône, as attested by the presence of its specific form as far as Aramon (Fig. 2) and above all from the Saône. Nonetheless, the existence of more favorable sectors for the production of phytoplankton (abandoned channel, bypass sections, discharges of warm wa-
Fig. 7. Mean chlorophyll a (white) and phaeopigment (grey) concentrations measured from 1996 to 2000 in the Saône river and two main tributaries (in bold) indicated by arrows, and in the Rhône. Vertical bars are standard errors, ( ) : number of measurements. Note the different scale in the vertical axis between the Saône and Rhône rivers. (Creys : Cemagref data, others sites : RMC Water Agency data).
ter from nuclear power plants) and thus for the reproduction of *Corbicula* cannot be neglected. What is more, populations recently settled in the lower reaches of the rivers Ardèche, Gard and Durance, respectively in 1998 and 1999 (Mouthon, 2000), may also contribute to the populations of the Bas-Rhône.

The longevity of *Corbicula* populations of the Saône downstream of Port/S and the Rhône downstream of Lyon is therefore largely ensured by individuals recruited from upstream by drift. The passive hydrological transport of pediveligers and juveniles suspended in the water column plays a major role in the dispersion of this bivalve in rivers (Williams & McMahon 1986, McMahon 2000). However, adults can also be transported downstream by the current by the secretion of a long mucus dragline allowing them to float between two water levels (Prezant & Chalermsat 1984) or over the surface of the substratum during floods (Eng 1979, Boltovskoy et al. 1997). Furthermore, according to Williams & McMahon (1986, 1989) poor nutritional conditions favor adult dispersal.

Finally, substantial recruitment mainly occurs in the upper course of the Saône (Port/S) and Rhône (Creye-Malville, Pont-de-Jons and Lyon), although the number of juveniles released varied greatly from year to year. In the other reaches of these rivers, *Corbicula* populations were characterized by generally low or no production of juveniles, missing cohorts and considerable variations of population structure that do not facilitate estimating the increase of the mean size of the individuals of each cohort from one year to the next.

Two main causes can be proposed to explain the low recruitment observed. 1- Low phytoplankton production does not permit adults to constitute sufficient energy reserves for the larvae to develop completely. In the Saône and Bas-Rhône, where the common form of *Corbicula* predominates, the magnitude of recruitment seems closely linked to the production of phytoplankton. However, in the Rhône upstream of Lyon, in spite of very low chlorophyll concentrations (Fig. 7), adults released a substantial number of Lyon, in spite of very low chlorophyll concentrations (Fig. 7), adults released a substantial number of juveniles. Consequently, these populations are able of constituting the reserves required for the development of the larvae without needing the trophic contribution of phytoplankton. This does not appear to be the case of *Corbicula* in the Saône, whose condition index (IC) at Lyon is lower than that of populations of the Haut-Rhône at Creys (Lecouturier 1997). These two forms of *Corbicula* which differ in color and shell characteristics (Mouthon 2000) and which are also genetically distant from each other according to Renard et al. (2000), also have different capacities for assimilating available food. 2- The toxic contamination that inhibits phytoplankton development is lethal for pediveligers. Indeed, in the Parana River delta in Argentina where concentrations of phytoplankton are low all year Cataldo & Boltovskoy (1999), the absence of juveniles in populations of *Corbicula*, in spite of the presence of larvae in the internal branchiae of adults, is linked to water pollution (Boltovskoy et al. 1997). Furthermore, although *Corbicula* is considered as «generally tolerant of exposure to toxic materials» (Doherty 1990), Belanger et al. (1990) have shown that juveniles were more sensitive to copper than adults. According to this second hypothesis, the low production of juveniles observed in the Saône and Bas-Rhône is probably due to the presence of toxic substances. However, when contamination is reduced, as in the Haut-Rhône, the number of juveniles released is high.

Consequently, additional research is required to identify the cause of low juvenile production by the populations of the Saône and the Bas-Rhône as well as the taxonomic status of the *Corbicula* of the Haut-Rhône.
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